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Abstract—Goodness-of-fit tests are statistical procedures
used to test the hypothesisH0 that a set of observations
were drawn according to some given probability distri-
bution. Decision thresholds used in goodness-of-fit tests
are typically set for guaranteeing a target false-alarm
probability. In many popular testing procedures results
on the weak convergence of the test statistics are used for
setting approximate thresholds when exact computation is
infeasible. In this work, we study robust procedures for
goodness-of-fit where accurate models are not available
for the distribution of the observations under hypothesis
H0. We develop procedures for setting thresholds in two
specific examples - a robust version of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for continuous alphabets and a robust version
of the Hoeffding test for finite alphabets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Suppose we are given a sequence of observationsZ =
{Zi : i = 1, . . . , n} and we are interested in determining
whether or not the observations were generated i.i.d. with
law π. We refer to this hypothesis as the null hypothesis
and denote it by

H0 : Z ∼ i.i.d.(π). (1)

In information theory, this problem is typically referred
to as a universal hypothesis testing problem [1], [2]
while in statistics this problem is called a goodness-of-
fit problem [3]. A universal hypothesis testing procedure
typically outputs a binary decision obtained by comput-
ing some function of the observations and comparing
it to a threshold. The threshold is chosen to meet some
constraint on the probability of false alarm - i.e. the prob-
ability of rejecting hypothesisH0 when the hypothesis
H0 is true. A goodness-of-fit procedure, on the other
hand, computes some function of the observations and
outputs ap-value [4] which represents the confidence
with which one can accept the hypothesisH0. Both
these procedures are in fact similar, with the false alarm
constraint used in the universal hypothesis test playing

the role of thep-value obtained in the goodness-of-fit
approach.

In several popular goodness-of-fit procedures includ-
ing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the chi-square test
[4], weak convergence results of the test statistic are used
for setting thresholds for a target false alarm level. For
instance, in the chi-square test it is known that the test
statistic converges to a chi-square distribution. Hence, for
large n, this result gives an approximate procedure for
setting the threshold for a target false alarm probability.
Such procedures are particularly useful, often necessary,
when it is difficult to compute the exact error probabil-
ities for large values of the lengthn of the observation
sequenceZ. An exact computation for largen would
typically require complex simulations.

In this paper we study a robust version of the
goodness-of-fit problem in which we do not knowπ
exactly but do know thatπ lies in some uncertainty class
of probability distributionsP. We are interested in testing
whether or notsome distribution from P adequately
describes the distribution that generated the observations.
Hence the new problem of interest can be described by
the following composite null hypothesis:

HROB
0 : Z ∼ i.i.d.(π) for someπ ∈ P. (2)

We propose robust versions of two standard goodness-
of-fit tests, viz., the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and
the Hoeffding test. We also obtain weak convergence
results for the robust test statistic which can be used to
set thresholds that meet the constraint that the worst-case
false alarm probability among all distributions inP is
less than a given constraint. Such approximate methods
for setting thresholds are more important for robust
problems because it is generally not possible to obtain
thresholds by simulations, since there are infinitely many
possibilities for the unknown distributions inP.

We first study the robust KS test in Section II and then
the robust Hoeffding test in Section III.



II. ROBUST KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST

The standard version of the KS test is used to deter-
mine whether or not a given sequence of observations is
drawn under a probability distribution with a continuous
distribution functionF 0 defined over some closed inter-
val Z ⊂ R. HereF 0 takes the role ofπ in (1) andH0

represents the hypothesis that the observationsZ were
drawn i.i.d. fromF 0. The test statistic used is

Dn = sup
x

|Fn(x) − F 0(x)| (3)

whereFn represents the empirical distribution function
defined by

Fn(x) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

I{Zi ≤ x}

whereI is the indicator function. In the KS test based
on Z, the test statisticDn is compared to a thresholdτ
chosen so that the probability of error under hypothesis
H0 is less than some desired level. It is generally difficult
to compute the exact distribution of the statisticDn for
large sequence lengthsn. The typical practice is to use
the following result by Kolmogorov for approximating
the distribution ofDn for large n. When the observa-
tions Z are drawn i.i.d. fromF 0, the following weak
convergence result holds:

PF 0{
√
nDn > δ} d.−−−→

n→∞
P{ sup

t∈[0,1]
|K(t)| > δ} (4)

whereK is the Brownian bridge [5, p. 335]. The sub-
script of F 0 in (4) indicates that the observations were
drawn from distributionF 0. Using this result thresholds
are usually set using look-up tables containing values of
the distribution function ofsupt∈[0,1]K(t).

While using the KS test in practice, one often faces the
problem of over-fitting. If the true underlying distribution
is not exactlyF 0 but some other distributioncloseto F 0

then the KS-test will eventually reject hypothesisH0 for
n large enough.

In this work we propose a new robust version of the
KS test that could potentially address this issue. The idea
is to enlarge the set of acceptable hypotheses beyond the
singleton{F 0}. We define a new class of distributions
as follows:

F = {G ∈ P(Z) : F−(x) ≤ G(x) ≤ F+(x), ∀x ∈ Z}

whereP(Z) is the space of all probability distributions
onZ andF− andF+ are continuous probability distribu-
tion functions such that the nominal distributionF 0 ∈ F .

We are now interested in testing the following composite
hypothesis:

HROB
0 : Z ∼ i.i.d.(G), for someG ∈ F .

The advantage of using such an uncertainty class1, as it
will become clear later, is that the resulting robust test
is a simple modification of the standard KS test, and
also admits a straightforward confidence approximation
in the asymptotic setting. The distributionsF+ andF−

can be chosen to control the size of the classF that are
acceptable as being close toF 0.

The proposed robust test uses the following robust test
statistic:

En = min
F∈F

sup
x

|Fn(x) − F (x)| (5)

whereFn is the empirical distribution function. The ro-
bust test for goodness-of-fit comparesEn to a threshold
τ and accepts hypothesisHROB

0 iff En ≤ τ . Thus the
binary decision is given by

φROB
τ,n(Z) = I{En > τ} (6)

whereI is the indicator function and a decisionφROB
τ,n =

0 represents a decision acceptingHROB
0 and φROB

τ,n = 1
represents a decision rejectingHROB

0 .
Let F ∗ denote the minimizer in (5) and letx∗ denote

the point at which the supremum in (5) is achieved for
F = F ∗. It is clear that ifEn > 0, thenF ∗ is eitherF+

or F−. By definition it is obvious that for anyδ > 0,
the event{√nEn > δ} can be written as the union of
two events as follows:

{
√
nEn > δ}

= {sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ} ∪

{sup
x

√
n[−(Fn(x) − F−(x))] > δ}. (7)

The threshold used in (6) can be set using the follow-
ing theorem that studies the asymptotic behavior of

pn(δ) := max
G∈F

PG{
√
nEn > δ}.

Theorem II.1. For n large enough,pn(δ) satisfies the
following inequalities:

p(δ) ≤ pn(δ) ≤ 2p(δ)

1Whether this robust class works for a particular application in
mind needs to be seen through experiments . For example, if the
deviation is because the observations are not completely i.i.d. then
the proposed test will not be robust to such deviations from nominal
behavior.



with p(δ) defined byp(δ) := P{supt∈[0,1]K(t) > δ}
whereK is the Brownian bridge.

Proof: We know from (7) that for anyG ∈ F ,

PG{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

≤ PG{
√
nEn > δ}

≤ PG{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

+PG{sup
x

√
n[−(Fn(x) − F−(x))] > δ}

Hence,

max
G∈F

PG{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

≤ max
G∈F

PG{
√
nEn > δ}

≤ max
G∈F

PG{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

+ max
G∈F

PG{sup
x

√
n[−(Fn(x) − F−(x))] > δ}

which simplifies to:

PF+{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

≤ max
G∈F

PG{
√
nEn > δ}

≤ PF+{sup
x

√
n(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ}

+PF−{sup
x

√
n[−(Fn(x) − F−(x))] > δ}

It is known by another result of Kolmogorov [5, p. 335]
that

PF+{
√
n sup

x
(Fn(x) − F+(x)) > δ} −−−→

n→∞
p(δ).

Similarly it also follows that

PF−{
√
n sup

x
(F−(x) − Fn(x)) > δ} −−−→

n→∞
p(δ).

The conclusion of the theorem follows by combining
both results.

Theorem II.1 suggests that ifδ is chosen such that
2p(δ) = α, and the thresholdτ in the robust test (6) is
chosen such thatτ = δ√

n
, then for a large enoughn,

the test satisfies a uniform bound on the probability of
rejectingHROB

0 over all distributions inF . i.e., forn large
enough

max
G∈F

PG{φROB
τ,n(Z) = 1} ≤ α. (8)

Furthermore, forn large enough we also have

max
G∈F

PG{φROB
τ,n(Z) = 1} ≥ 1

2α. (9)

which means that the maximum false alarm probability
is within a factor of0.5 from the desired level. Thus
for a large numbern of given observations, the above
result can be used to set the thresholdτ for a target false
alarm constraintα by looking up values of thep-function
from a table. An important question that we are currently
studying is how large shouldn be to guarantee that the
probability on the left hand side of (8) is withinǫ from
α.

III. ROBUST HOEFFDING TEST

The Hoeffding test [2] is a standard goodness-of-fit
test for finite alphabets. The test statistic is given by the
divergence

D(Γn‖π)

whereπ is the probability distribution of interest defined
over a finite alphabetZ, andΓn is the empirical distri-
bution (type) of the firstn observations defined by

Γn(z) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

I{Zi = z}, z ∈ Z.

The following weak convergence result for the test
statistic underπ is well known [6],[1]:

2nD(Γn‖π)
d.−−−→

n→∞
χ2

N−1 (10)

whereN is the size of the support of distributionπ and
χ2

γ denotes a chi-square random variable withγ degrees
of freedom. This result enables us to set approximate
thresholds for largen using tables of the chi-square
distribution.

A robust version of the Hoeffding test was defined
in [7] that uses the following robust version of the
divergence as the test statistic:

inf
π∈P

D(Γn‖π)

whereP is an uncertainty class of acceptable distribu-
tions. This is a universal hypothesis test where we are
now testing the composite null hypothesis given by

HROB
0 : Z ∼ i.i.d.(π) for someπ ∈ P.

We define a robust version of the divergence as follows:

DROB(µ‖P) := inf
π∈P

D(µ‖π).

Thus the proposed test is represented by the binary
decision

φROB
τ,n(Z) = I{DROB(Γn‖P) > τ} (11)

whereτ is a threshold that must be chosen to meet the
constraint on the false alarm probability.



In the rest of this section we address the following
question: Can we obtain any convergence results for the
worst case probability of error of the robust Hoeffding
test like those implied by the weak convergence result
of (10)? We evaluate the limiting value of

Pπ{nDROB(Γn‖P) > η} (12)

for π ∈ P.
It is easy to see that when the infimum in (12)

is achieved, the minimizing distribution isπML
n , the

maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the underlying
distribution fromP [1]. Hence, we are really interested
in finding the asymptotic behavior of

Pπ{nD(Γn‖πML
n ) > η}.

In Theorem III.1 we answer this question for a special
choice ofP defined below. We study the scenario where
P is an uncertainty class defined through the following
moment constraints as considered in [7]:

P := {π ∈ P(Z) : π(ψi) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d}.

Here P(Z) denotes the set of probability distributions
over Z and for any functionf : Z 7→ R and for any
distribution π ∈ P(Z), we use the following abusive
notation for the expected value of functionf :

π(f) :=
∑

z∈Z

π(z)f(z).

Note that forz ∈ Z, π(z) denotes the probability mass
at z under measureπ. The meaning will be clear from
context.

Let ψ denote the vector of functions(ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψd)
T

and Zπ denote the support of distributionπ. We make
the following assumptions about the functions{ψi : 1 ≤
i ≤ d}:

(A1) There is some distributionπ0 ∈ P such that
the functions{ψi : 0 ≤ i ≤ d} are linearly
independent overZπ0 , whereψ0 ≡ 1.

(A2) The origin0 ∈ R
d is an interior point of the

set of feasible moment vectors, defined as

∆ := {x ∈ R
d : xi = µ(ψi), i = 1, . . . , d,

for someµ ∈ P(Z)}.

We know from the results of [7] that the robust
divergence with respect toP can be expressed as the
solution to the following optimization problem:

DROB(µ‖P) = sup
r∈R

µ(log(1 + rTψ)) (13)

where the supremum is taken over

R := {r ∈ R
d : 1 + rTψ(z) ≥ 0 for all z ∈ Z}

and rTψ denotes the function
∑d

i=1 riψi. It was also
shown in [1, Section II.E] that the robust divergence can
be expressed as amismatched divergencedefined with
respect to a log-linear function class. In the rest of this
section, we argue that the results on weak convergence
of the mismatched divergence statistic from [1, Theorem
III.3(i)] can be used to set thresholds for the robust
hypothesis testing procedure.

The main result of this section is the following the-
orem. For anyπ ∈ P, let dπ denote the number that
is one lower than the maximal number of functions in
{ψi : 0 ≤ i ≤ d} that are linearly independent overZπ.
In other words,dπ + 1 is the dimension of the span of
the functions{ψi : 0 ≤ i ≤ d} when restricted toZπ.

Theorem III.1. Suppose assumptions(A1) and (A2)
hold. Then, the following weak convergence result holds
underπ:

2nDROB(Γn‖P)
d.−−−→

n→∞
χ2

dπ

. (14)

Hence we have

sup
π∈P

lim
n→∞

Pπ{2nDROB(Γn‖P) > η} = 1 − F (d, η) (15)

where F (d, η) is the cumulative distribution function
of a chi-square distribution withd degrees of freedom
evaluated atη.

The second conclusion in the theorem above follows
directly from the first, using the fact that chi-square
distributions are stochastically ordered according to the
number of degrees of freedom. In order to prove the
main result, we need the following lemma:

Lemma III.2. Suppose the functions{ψi : 0 ≤ i ≤ d}
are linearly independent over the support ofπ. If Zπ

denotes the support ofπ ∈ P, then there exists an open
neighborhoodB ⊂ P(Zπ) such that for allµ ∈ B, the
supremum in (13) is achieved at a unique pointr(µ).

Proof: We verify that the proposition in the lemma
holds for B = {µ ∈ P(Z) : |µ(z) − π(z)| <

ǫ for all z ∈ Zπ, µ(y) = 0 for all y ∈ Z \ Zπ} where
ǫ = 1

2 minz∈Zπ

π(z). Clearly, for allµ ∈ B, the support
of µ is equal to Zπ and hence0 ≤ DROB(µ‖P) ≤
D(µ‖π) <∞.

Now since the functionsψi are linearly independent
overZπ, and the value of the the optimization problem in
(13) is finite, it follows that we can restrict the constraint
set in (13) to a bounded subset of the closed setR. Thus



we can restrict the optimization in (13) to a compact set.
Furthermore, the objective function is strictly concave
by the linear independence assumption and hence the
conclusion of the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem III.1:Supposedπ = d. We know
by the discussion in [1, Section II.E] that the robust
divergence can be expressed as a mismatched divergence
defined with respect to a log-linear function class. I.e.,

DROB(µ‖P) = DMM(µ‖π)

whereDMM is a relaxation of the divergence with respect
to the log-linear function class

F = {log(1 + rTψ) : r ∈ R}

defined by

DMM(µ‖π) = sup
f∈F

{µ(f) − log(π(ef ))}.

From the conclusions of Lemma III.2 it follows that the
conditions of [1, Theorem III.3(i)] are satisfied and hence
the conclusion of (14) follows whendπ = d.

Now, if dπ < d it is clear that we can define a new
set of dπ functionsψ′ = {ψ′

1, . . . , ψ
′
dπ

} such that the
span of the functions inψ′ overZπ is identical to that of
the functions inψ overZπ, and further guaranteeing the
condition that{ψ0, ψ

′} are linearly independent overZπ.
Hence for allµ ∈ P(Zπ) the formula for the rate function
in (13) is unaffected by this transformation. Thus the
result of (14) holds for a generalπ ∈ P, by the same
arguments as before.

The result of (15) can be used to set thresholds for the
robust Hoeffding test. For a givenn, suppose we choose
τ in (11) such thatτ = δ

2n
whereδ satisfies

1 − F (d, δ) = α.

By (15) this choice of threshold ensures that for large
enoughn, and for allπ ∈ P,

Pπ{φROB
τ,n(Z) = 1} ≤ α. (16)

We note that this result is weaker than the convergence
result in (8) since we do not have a guarantee on the
convergence ofsupπ∈P Pπ{2nDROB(Γn‖P) > η}. In
order to guarantee such a result, we would need to prove
(15) with the supremum and limit signs interchanged. We
are currently trying to establish such a result.

IV. CONCLUSIONS ANDEXTENSIONS

We have shown that weak convergence results sim-
ilar to those used for setting thresholds in goodness-
of-fit procedures can also be obtained in some robust
goodness-of-fit problems where exact knowledge of the
distribution is not available under the null hypothesis.

We are currently studying extensions of similar ideas
to other goodness-of-fit tests like the chi-square test and
for more general uncertainty classes. Another extension
of interest is to study the rate of convergence of these
weak convergence results which would enable us to
evaluate the accuracy of the thresholds set using the pro-
posed procedures for a given lengthn of the observation
sequence.
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